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Harlequin (UK). Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Thirty List, Eva Maria Woods,
Everyone has one. That list. The things you were supposed to do before you turn thirty. Jobless,
broke and getting a divorce, Rachel isn't exactly living up to her own expectations. And moving into
grumpy single dad Patrick's box room is just the soggy icing on top of her dreaded thirtieth
birthday cake. Eternal list-maker Rachel has a plan - an all new set of challenges to help her get
over her divorce and out into the world again - from tango dancing to sushi making to stand-up
comedy. But as Patrick helps her cross off each task, Rachel faces something even harder: learning
to live - and love - without a checklist. Praise for The Thirty List 'A fresh new voice in romantic
fiction' - Marie Claire 'Warm, witty and lots of fun - a fantastic new voice in women's fiction' Melissa Hill 'There's a whole "list" of reasons I loved this book - and I know you will too!' - Fabulous
magazine.
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Reviews
This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. It is definitely simplistic but excitement from the 50 % of your book. You wont sense monotony at at any time
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .
The ideal pdf i at any time go through. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom Its been developed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is just
soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Seth Tr eutel II
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